
Dinosaurs 
 
Hello friends, 
 
Today's content is put together by Ms. Hussain (from Henderson) with a story time video by 
Teacher Evina (from Collingwood).  
 
Everyone loves dinosaurs! If you have some of these prehistoric beasts in your home, you can 
use them for sensory play. Here are two ideas:  
 

 

• Collect different size rocks and wood stumps. You can also use pine cones, twigs and 
leaves. Build a dinosaur habitat with these natural materials.  

 



• If you have some sand (or kinetic sand) at home, you can add some rocks and pebbles. 
Add shovels and brushes and they can be mini paleontologists.  

After some sensory play, let's move our body with this song called "We are the Dinosaurs" by 
The Laurie Berkner Band - https://youtu.be/vPrmY7labLA.  
 
Lyrics: 
We are the dinosaurs, marching, marching.  
We are the dinosaurs, whaddaya think of that? 
We are the dinosaurs, marching, marching.  
We are the dinosaurs, we make the earth flat. 
We make the earth flat.  
 
We stop and eat our food, when we're in the mood. 
We stop and eat our food on the ground. 
We stop and eat our food, when we're in the modd. 
We stop and eat our food and then we march around.  
 
'Cause we are the dinosaurs, marching, marching. 
We are the dinosaurs, whaddaya think of that? 
We are the dinosaurs, marching, marching. 
We are the dinosaurs, we make the earth flat. 
We make the earth flat. 
 
We stop and take a rest, over in our nest. 
We stop and take a rest at the end of the day.  
 
A popular dinosaur series by Jane Yolen and Mark Teague is the "How Do Dinosaurs..." books. 
Here is one called "How do Dinosaurs Say Good Night" - https://youtu.be/ehd2rwG_0Cs. 
 
If you want more dinosaur fun, join Ms. Evina for a dinosaur song and a book called "Dinosaur, 
Dinosaur" - https://youtu.be/vnxS7VNAtBQ 
 
To wrap up this email, here is a fun dinosaur craft. You can decorate with whatever supplies 
you have at home as long as you have the dinosaur cut out. You can use bingo dabbers or 
stickers. You can glue colored tissue paper or sequins. You can also simply colour with markers 
or paint. What can you do to decorate your dinosaur? Send us a photo and let's see how you 
made your dinosaur.  
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